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T he E vil Man Looked B ashful on T V
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Hot glue burnt my tongue. Building lights 
burned red towards the forest. We were
not there. We were shielded by bright
corners, pressed against walls like paper.
On the television, an evil man spoke with a lisp.
A woman smiled over him, tight. You woke
with concealer on your neck, hair in whisps, asking 
when you had fallen. It was a hot winter, smoked
deep with pine needles, wet with slush and bird gut. 
You always wore ribbed clothing. I always rubbed out
the fabric with my fingers, flattening the ruts
of wool. Even when crouched in rainbow trout
you covered yourself in cloth that cost more
than my skin. I was the cheapest, draped over you.
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Draped over you, I was cheap. I made crass
jokes about political candidates, carved
my voice into the whiny middle-class woman 
I pretended not to be. Observed
in the wild, I wondered how this all
sounded. I said the evil man seemed
bashful. I said Look at his soft lips. Fall,
with its premature wind, had oiled me up mean. 
You stared at me sometimes with what
looked like shock. I asked you to tell me
I was a kind person and you cut
me short and said Don’t worry, 
I can be cruel, too. No, no. You nudged 
your soft-smudged glasses into my back.
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You nudged your clouded glasses back
onto your mullet. When I saw you this
year, I mourned a little for all you hacked
off. I pulled it too hard when I kissed
you, which you muttered like an 
apology. You apologized for so much—
loss of breath, a joke, a stolen spray can.



I never did, for anything. Not even the judge
who died escaped my comments. About her
collar, a vote on a pipeline. Push ups. At night
I sat on the toilet and asked God if we were going
to Hell. A friend asked when we might break
up and I said When I’m bored and lonely and want
to fight. I will never do this; you will start the taunts.
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I started all the taunts as jokes and you finished
them. You asked to take a photograph of me
and I couldn’t sit still long enough for my grimace
to be caught. Immortalized. The lake, the trees
around the tripod: you said men owned the land-
scape. This was not a joke, although I thought
it was. I laughed, I quieted. You reached for my hand
and shook it. Your favorite painter is Manet, not
anyone new, or fancy. Just Luncheon on the Grass,
a woman naked like a shrub, men clothed. You are pro
nudity: your father would search the house bare, his sack
swinging. As a child, you stretched swim shirts over your torso
before the poolwater reached to cover your gut. Wait,
you cannot swim. You must’ve sat in the shallows, late to deepen.
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You must’ve sat, deepening. Late. Not that I care
about punctuality. I am always so early it hurts to break
through the gates. You found, in the red-lighted dark, chairs
to sit in and rub each other through. My stomach ached
back in my bed, the mattress split open like a scar.
You gave me prescription medicine and said Go
easy, too much and your nose will crave more. 
Craving was a constant run. A stream of snot, a blow
knocking me loose. An evil man on television
coughed with me. A man in the audience coughed back.
We planned to see each other in late Winter, pigeons
on our tail. You tried to make Steely Dan the soundtrack
of the trip, and so I paused the music. I told you I loved
silence, that I grew up listening to radiator hums gloved in quiet.
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I gloved radiator hums in quiet, let them pour out
like a secret. I liked not telling people who you were
to me. I liked not knowing. I was the holdout of my group,
the last to write a love poem. I caved in. I wrote about white firs
and car lights, red like flood warnings. I wrote about clefted
chins, senators seizing during press conferences, slow
walkers, Ralph Lauren tags. I read these poems and expected
everyone to know they were about you. No, no one knew
who the buzzing politician was meant to be. When it was warm
we’d walk to a fallen log and sit there and once I fell inside
its wooden shell and looked up fast and a wind storm
shook the woods around us. I thought Thank God I’m in this wide
skeleton. I saw that you were going to blow away, blued bare,



so I fastened you to the ground. My tongue burned with hot glue.
 


